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Abstract. A demand-driven parallelization of the ray tracing algorithm
is presented. Correctness and optimality of a perfect load balancing algorithm for image space subdivision are proved and its exact message
complexity is given. An integration of antialiasing into the load balancing algorithm is proposed. A distributed object database allows rendering of complex scenes which cannot be stored in the memory of a single
processor. Each processor maintains a permanent subset of the object
database as well as a cache for a temporary storage of other objects.
A use of object bounding boxes and bounding hierarchy in combination
with the LRU (Last Recently Used) caching policy reduces the number
of requests for missing data to a necessary minimum. The proposed parallelization is simple and robust. It should be easy to implement with
any sequential ray tracer and any message-passing system. Our implementation is based on POV-Ray and PVM.
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Introduction

Ray tracing [16] computes an image of a 3D scene by recursively tracing rays from
the eye through the pixels of a virtual screen into the scene, summing the light
path contributions to pixels’ colors. In spite of various optimization techniques
[3], typical sequential computation times range from minutes to hours.
Parallel ray tracing algorithms (assuming a message passing communication
model) can be roughly divided into two classes [4]:
Image space subdivision (or screen space subdivision) algorithms [5], [4], [1],
[6], [9], [11] exploit the fact that the primary rays sent from the eye through the
pixels of the virtual screen are independent of each other. Tracing of primary rays
can run in parallel without a communication between processors. The problem of
an unequal workload in processors must be considered. Another problem arises
by rendering large scenes—a straightforward parallelization requires a copy of
the whole 3D scene to be stored in memories of all processors. On the other
hand, these algorithms are usually easy to implement.
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Object space subdivision algorithms [2], [10], [1], [6], [15] geometrically divide
the 3D scene into disjunct regions which are distributed in processors’ memories.
The computation begins with shooting of primary rays into processors storing
the regions through which the primary rays pass ﬁrst. The rays are then recursively traced in the processors. If a ray leaves a processor’s region, it is passed
to the processor which stores the adjacent region (or discarded if there is no
adjacent region in the ray’s direction). An advantage of object space subdivision
algorithms is that the maximum size of the rendered 3D scene is theoretically
unlimited because it depends only of the total memory of all processors. Potential problems are an unequal workload and a heavy communication between
processors. Moreover, an implementation of these algorithms may be laborious.
Some parallelizations (hybrid algorithms) [7], [8], [13] extend the data-driven
approach of object space subdivision algorithms with additional demand-driven
tasks running in processors in order to achieve a better load balance.
A lot of work has been done concerning ray tracing parallelization. However,
the majority of the research papers is interested only in the performance of
the algorithms. Software engineering issues are seldom mentioned. Among these
belong questions like: Can the parallel algorithm be easily integrated into an
existing sequential code? Will it be possible to continue the development of the
sequential code without the need to reimplement the parallel version?
This paper presents a parallelization based on the algorithm of Green and
Paddon [5]. The basic idea is to combine the image space subdivision with a distributed object database. Our implementation named POVRay (read “parallel
POV-Ray”) builds upon the (sequential) freeware ray tracer POV-Ray version
3.1. Many practical aspects addressed in the implementation apply generally.
Screen space subdivision using a process farming is explained in section 2.
Correctness and optimality of a perfect load balancing algorithm as well as its
exact message complexity are proved. It is also shown how antialiasing can be
integrated into the load balancing algorithm. Section 3 describes the management of the distributed object database. Results of experiments are presented
in section 4, followed by conclusions in section 5.

2

Image Space Subdivision

The computed image consists of a ﬁnite number of pixels. Computations on
pixels are independent of each other. However, computation times on diﬀerent
pixels diﬀer and they are not known beforehand. A load balancing is therefore
needed for an eﬃcient parallelization. There are two principal approaches to
achieving a balanced load in processors: work stealing [1] and process farming.
A problem of both is tuning their parameters. We focus on process farming and
analyze a perfect load balancing algorithm which is tuned using two intuitive
parameters.
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Process Farming

In process farming a central process (load balancer ) distributes image parts to
worker processes (workers) on demand. When a worker becomes idle, it sends a
work request to the load balancer. Once a worker gets a work (an image part),
it must compute it in a whole. Workers do not communicate with each other.
The problem is to determine an appropriate granularity of the assigned parts.
The choice of granularity inﬂuences the load balance and the number of exchanged messages. There are two extreme cases: 1. The assigned parts are minimal (pixels). In this case the load is balanced perfectly but the number of work
requests is large (equal to the number of pixels which is usually much greater
than the number of workers); 2. The assigned parts are maximal (the whole image is partitioned into as many parts as the number of workers). In this case the
number of work requests is low but the load imbalance may be great.
The following algorithm is a compromise between these two extremes (a
version of this algorithm is given in [9] and [11]). The algorithm is perfect in
the sense that it guarantees a perfect load balancing, and at the same time it
minimizes the number of work requests if the ratio of computation times on
any two parts of the same size can be bounded by a constant T (T ≥ 1.0). W
denotes the total number of atomic parts (e.g. image pixels or image columns),
N denotes the number of workers (running on a homogeneous parallel machine).
Claim. The algorithm in Fig. 1 always assigns as much work as possible to idle
workers, while still ensuring the best possible load balance.
Proof. The algorithm works in rounds, one round being one execution of the
while-loop. In the ﬁrst round the algorithm assigns image parts of size
smax = max (1, W/(1 + T · (N − 1)))
(measured in the number of atomic parts). In each of the following rounds the
parts are smaller than in the previous round. Obviously, the greatest imbalance
is obtained when a processor pmax computes a part of the size smax from the ﬁrst
round as long as possible (whereby the case of smax = 1 is trivial and will not
be considered here) and all the remaining N − 1 processors compute the rest of
the image as quickly as possible (in other words, the load of the remaining N − 1

Fig. 1. The perfect load balancing algorithm
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loadbalancer(ﬂoat T , int W , int N )
int part size;
int work = W ;
while (work > 0)
part size = max (1, work/(1 + T · (N − 1)));
for (counter = 0; counter < N ; counter++)
wait for a work request from an idle worker;
if (work > 0)
send work of size part size to the worker;
work = work − part size;
collect work requests from all workers;
send termination messages to all workers;
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Fig. 2. Number of work requests
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processors is perfectly balanced). The number of parts computed in parallel by
all processors except of pmax is W − smax . The ratio of the total workload (in
terms of the number of processed atomic parts) of one of the N − 1 processors
(let pother denote the processor and let sother denote its total workload) and
smax is then
W −W/(1+T ·(N−1))
W −smax
sother
N −1
= N −1 =
smax
smax
W/(1 + T · (N − 1))
This ratio is greater or equal to T . This means that the processor pother does at
least T times more work than the processor pmax in this scenario. From this and
from our assumptions about T and about the homogeneity of processors follows
that the processor pmax must ﬁnish computing its part from the ﬁrst round at
the latest when pother ﬁnishes its part from the last round. Thence, a perfect
load balance is achieved even in the worst case scenario.
It follows directly from the previous reasoning that the part sizes smax assigned in the ﬁrst round cannot be increased without aﬀecting the perfect load
balance. (For part sizes assigned in the following rounds a similar reasoning can
be used, with a reduced image size.) This proves the optimality of the above
algorithm.
✷
Claim. The number of work requests (including ﬁnal work requests that are not
going to be fulﬁlled) in the algorithm in Fig. 1 is equal to


r 
N
N · (r + 1) + W · 1 −
1 + T · (N − 1)
where

 
r = max 0, log1+

N
1+T ·(N −1)


(W/N )

Proof. It is easy to observe that

i−1
N ·W
N
· 1−
1 + T · (N − 1)
1 + T · (N − 1)
atomic parts get assigned to workers during the ith execution of the while-loop
and that
i

N
W · 1−
1 + T · (N − 1)
atomic parts remain unassigned after the ith execution of the while-loop.
r is the total number of executions of the while-loop minus 1. The round r is
the last round on the beginning of which the number of yet unassigned atomic
parts is greater than the number of workers N . r can be determined from the
fact that the number of yet unassigned atomic parts after r executions of the
while-loop is at most N :

r
N
W · 1−
≤N
1 + T · (N − 1)
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which yields (r is an integer greater than or equal to 0)

 
N
(W/N )
r = max 0, log1+
1+T ·(N −1)

There are N work requests received during each of the r executions of the
while-loop, yielding a total of N · r work requests. These do not include the
work requests received during the last execution of the while-loop. The number
of work requests received during the last execution of the while-loop is equal to
r 


N
W · 1−
1 + T · (N − 1)
Finally, each of the workers sends one work request which cannot be satisﬁed.
Summed up,


r 
N
N · (r + 1) + W · 1 −
1 + T · (N − 1)
is the total number of work requests.

✷

Two parameters must be tuned in the algorithm. The ﬁrst parameter is the
constant T . The second parameter is the size of an atomic work part in pixels
(it makes sense to pack more pixels into a single message because a computation
of several pixels usually costs much less than sending several messages instead
of one). We experimentally found that a combination of T between 2.5 and 4.0
and an atomic part size of a single image column yields the best performance
for most scenes (if no antialiasing is applied). Fig. 2 shows the total number of
work requests as a function of image resolution for a varying number of workers.
We use a process farm consisting of three process types in our implementation. The master process is responsible for interaction with the user, for initiation of the ray tracing computation, and for assembling the image from the
computed image parts. The load balancer process runs the perfect load balancing
algorithm, accepting and replying work requests from workers. Worker processes
receive parts of the image from the load balancer, perform (sequential) ray tracing computations on those parts and send the computed results to the master
process. The idea of this organization is to separate the process of image partitioning (which must respond as quickly as possible to work requests in order to
minimize the idle periods in workers) from collecting and processing of results.
Problems arising by parsing of large scenes and computing camera animations
are discussed in [11]. A solution to another important problem—an eﬃcient
implementation of antialiasing—is given in the following section.
2.2

Antialiasing

It is useful to restrict the work parts to rectangular areas because they are easy
to encode (a rectangular work part is identiﬁed by coordinates of its upperleft and bottom-right corners). If we further restrict the work parts to whole
neighboring columns or whole neighboring rows, then columns should be used by
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landscape-shaped images and rows otherwise. This leads to a ﬁner granularity
of image parts in the perfect load balancing algorithm (because of the integer
arithmetic used in the algorithm).
A good reason for using whole image columns or rows as atomic parts is an
integration of antialiasing in the load balancing algorithm. A usual (sequential)
antialiasing technique computes the image using one ray per pixel and then for
each pixel compares its color to the colors of the left and above neighbors. If
a signiﬁcant diﬀerence is reported, say, in the colors of the pixel and its left
neighbor, both pixels are resampled using more primary rays than one (whereby
the already computed sample may be reused). Each pixel is resampled at most
once—if a color diﬀerence in two pixels is found, whereby one of them has already
been resampled, then only the other one is going to be resampled. In a parallel
algorithm using an image subdivision the pixels on the border of two image parts
must either be computed twice or an additional communication must be used.
The additional work is minimized when whole image columns or rows are used
as atomic job parts.
We use an additional communication. No work is duplicated in workers. If
antialiasing is required by the user, the workers apply antialiasing to their image
parts except of critical parts. (A critical part is a part requiring information
that is not available on that processor in order to apply antialiasing.) Critical
parts are single image columns (from now on we shall assume that whole image
columns are used as atomic image parts). A worker marks pixels of a critical
part which have already been resampled in an antialiasing map (a binary map).
Once a worker ﬁnishes its computation of an image part, it packs the aliasing
map and the corresponding part of the computed image to the job request and
sends the message to the load balancer. The load balancer runs a slightly modiﬁed version of the perfect load balancing algorithm from section 2.1. Instead of
sending the termination messages at the end of the original algorithm, it replies
idle workers’ requests with antialiasing jobs. An antialiasing job consists of a
critical part and the part of which the critical part depends on. The computed
colors and antialiasing maps of these two parts (two columns) are comprised
in the antialiasing job. Only after all critical parts have been computed, the
load balancer answers all pending work requests with termination messages. A
worker, upon a completion of an antialiasing job, sends as before another job
request to the load balancer and the computed image part to the master process.
The master process updates the image in its frame buﬀer.
The computation of antialiasing jobs is interleaved with the computation of
“regular” jobs. There is no delay caused by adding the antialiasing phase to
the original load balancing algorithm. The antialiasing phase may eventually
compensate a load imbalance caused by an underestimation of the constant T
in the load balancer. Note that the above reasoning about using whole columns
or rows as atomic image parts does not apply to antialiasing jobs. The image
parts of antialiasing jobs can be horizontally (in landscape-shaped images) or
vertically (in portrait-shaped images) cut into rectangular pieces to provide an
appropriate granularity for load balancing.
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Distributed Object Database

A disadvantage of image subdivision is that the parallel algorithm is not datascalable, that means, the entire scene must ﬁt into memory of each processor.
This problem may be overcome by using a distributed object database. We
followed the main ideas described for instance in [5], [4], [13], [14]. In the following
we talk about our implementation.
Before coming to a design of a distributed object database, we make some
observations. A 3D scene consists of objects. Ray tracers support a variety of
object types most of which are very small in memory. Polygon meshes are one
of a few exceptions. They require a lot of memory and occur very frequently in
3D models. If a scene does not ﬁt into memory of a single processor, it is usually
because it consists of several objects modeled of large polygon meshes. However,
any single object (or any few objects) can usually be stored in memory. Moreover,
it should also be said that a vast majority of scenes does ﬁt into memory of a
single processor.
For the above reasons we decided to distribute polygon meshes in processors’
memories. All other data structures are replicated—in particular object bounding hierarchy including the bounding boxes of polygon meshes. We assume one
worker process running on each processor. At the beginning of the computation
data of each polygon mesh reside in exactly one worker (we shall refer to the
worker as to the mesh’s owner ). Each worker must be able to store—besides
the meshes it owns and besides its own memory structures—at least the largest
polygon mesh of the remaining ones.
The initial distribution of objects on processors is quasi-random. The master process is the ﬁrst process which parses the scene. When it recognizes a
polygon mesh, it makes a decision which of the worker processes will be the
object’s owner. The master process keeps a track of objects’ ownership and it
always selects the worker with the minimum current memory load for the object’s owner. Then it broadcasts the mesh together with the owner’s ID to all
workers. Only the selected owner keeps the mesh data (vertices, normals, etc.)
in memory. The remaining workers preprocess the mesh (update their bounding object hierarchies) and then release the mesh’s data. However, they do not
release the object envelope of the mesh. In case of meshes, this object envelope
contains the mesh’s bounding box, an internal bounding hierarchy tree, the size
of the missing data, the owner’s ID, a ﬂag whether the mesh data are currently
present in the memory, etc.
A mesh’s owner acts as a server for all other workers who need those mesh’s
data. When it receives a mesh request from some other worker (meshes have their
automatically generated internal IDs known to all workers), it responds with
the mesh’s data. Two things are done at the owner’s side in order to increase
eﬃciency. First, the mesh’s data are prepacked (to a ready-to-send message form)
even though it costs additional memory. Second, the owner runs a thread which
reacts to mesh requests by sending the missing data without interrupting the
main thread performing ray tracing computations. (This increases eﬃciency on
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parallel computers consisting of multiprocessor machines connected in a network,
such as Fujitsu-Siemens hpcLine used for our experiments.)
The mesh data are needed at two places in the (sequential) ray tracing algorithm: by intersection computations and by shading. The problem of missing
data is solved by inserting an additional code at these two places. This code ﬁrst
checks whether the mesh’s data are in memory (this information is stored in the
mesh’s envelope). If the data are not present, the worker checks whether there is
enough memory to receive and unpack the data. If there is not enough memory,
some objects are released from the object cache memory (we use Last Recently
Used replacement policy which always releases objects that have not been used
for the longest time from the cache to make space for the new object) and then
sends a data request to the owner. Upon the arrival of the response, the data
are unpacked from the message into the cache memory. After that the original
computation is resumed.
Eﬃciency can be slightly improved also on the receiver’s side. Note that in the
ray tracing algorithm shading of a point P is always preceded by an intersection
test resulting in the point P . However, there can be a large number of intersection
and shading operations between these two. A bad situation happens when the
mesh data needed for shading of the point P have meanwhile been released from
the cache. In order to avoid this, we precompute all necessary information needed
for shading of point P in the intersection code and store it in the mesh’s object
envelope. The shading routine is modiﬁed so that it looks only into the mesh’s
envelope instead of into mesh’s data. By doing so we avoid an eventual expensive
communication for the price of a much less expensive unnecessary computation
(not all intersection points are going to be shaded).
There is a communication overhead at the beginning of the computation also
when the cache memory is large enough to store the entire scene. It must be
assumed during the parsing phase that the entire scene will not ﬁt into workers’
cache memories, and therefore mesh data are released in all workers but one
after they have been preprocessed. Cache memories of all workers are thus empty
after the parsing phase. This is called a cold start. A cold start can be avoided by
letting the user decide whether to delete meshes from workers’ cache memories
during parsing. If an interaction with the user is not desirable and if computed
scenes may exceed a single worker’s memory, then a cold start cannot be avoided.
Note that the above mechanisms can be applied to any object types, not only
to polygon meshes. Certain scenes may include large textures which consume
much memory. It makes then sense to distribute textures over workers’ memories
as well. The caching policy (LRU, for instance) can be easily extended to handle
any object types.

4

Experiments

The following results were measured on the hpcLine parallel computer by FujitsuSiemens. hpcLine consists of double-processor nodes (Pentium III, 850 MHz)
with 512 MB of memory per node. The underlying PVM 3.4 message-passing
library uses Fast Ethernet network for communication.
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Fig. 3. No distributed database
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Fig. 4. Distributed database

We used a model of a family house for the measurements. The model consists
of about 614 objects (approximately 75, 000 triangles) and 22 light sources. The
resolution of the rendered images was 720x576 pixels (PAL).
The use of the distributed database was switched oﬀ in the speedup measurements of Fig. 3. T = 4.0 (see section 2.1) was used for all measurements without
antialiasing. In the measurements with antialiasing, 16 samples per pixel were
used when the colour diﬀerence of neighboring pixels exceeded 10%, and the
constant T was set to 16.
The memory limit was simulated in the software by the experiments with the
distributed object database (the whole scene can be stored in the memory of one
node of hpcLine). The limit says how much memory may a worker use at most
for storing the objects it owns. The rest of memory below the limit is used for
the object cache. The memory limit is relative to the size of the distributed data
(e.g., “100% memory” means that each worker is allowed to store the whole scene
in its memory). The speedups in Fig. 4 are relative to the computational time of
a single worker with a warm start (no antialiasing). The cache hit ratio was above
99% and the total number of object requests about 3, 000 in the 20% memory
case (only about 20% of all objects are relevant for rendering the image). The
cache hit ratio dropped only by a promile in the 10% memory case—however,
the total number of object requests grew to about 500, 000. In the 5% memory
case, the cache hit ratio was about 85% and the total number of object requests
about 7, 000, 000. Some data are missing in the graph in Fig. 4. In these cases
the scene could not be stored in the distributed memory of worker processes due
to the (simulated) memory limits.
The LRU caching policy performs very well. The falloﬀ in eﬃciency in Fig. 4 is
caused by the idle periods in the worker process beginning when the worker sends
an object request and ending when the requested object arrives. (This latency
depends mainly of the thread switching overhead in the object’s owner—the
computation thread gets interrupted by the thread which handles the request.)
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Conclusions

A simple and robust parallelization of the ray tracing algorithm was presented
which allows rendering of large scenes that do not ﬁt into memory of a single
processor. An analysis of a load balancing strategy for image space partitioning
was given. A parallel ray tracer implementing the described ideas was integrated
as a component of a remote rendering system during the project HiQoS [12].
The proposed design of the distributed object database may serve as a basis for
developing other parallel global illumination algorithms.
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